
New tools for 
hybrid workplace 
manufacturing
Explore new accessories 
certified for Microsoft Teams

Exceptional call quality and 
all-day focus

Surface Headphones 2+

Offer your people accessories certified for Microsoft Teams² to help everyone 
collaborate better and be more productive. With audio and video solutions from 
Microsoft, your teams work better together – even when they’re apart. 

Hybrid work is creating new opportunities for digital manufacturing. Seizing them will 
call for a new level of flexibility, unprecedented speed, and closer collaboration. That 
takes the combined power of a laptop, a desktop, and a tablet—all at once. Make 
sure your teams can communicate more clearly, more reliably, more accurately from 
anywhere—internally on the floor and all along the supply chain. 

Explore the suite of accessories certified for Microsoft Teams designed for the way your 
people really work. 

Making manufacturing more 
collaborative? You’re on.

For tight collaboration, you need to be on at the right times—both heard and 
seen. Clear and easy mute buttons, simple privacy settings, and crisp video 

highlight the details while reducing distractions.

Concentrate 

Minimize interruptions 
to maximize flow. 

Create

Discover new ways to 
increase output. 

Connect

Empower your teams 
to control how they 

communicate. 

Collaborate

Better audio. 
Better video. 

Better teamwork. 

Bring face-to-face calls and meetings to life
Microsoft Modern Webcam

Exceptional call quality and all-day focus
Surface Headphones 2+

• Dampen distractions with 13 levels of 
noise cancelling 

• Catch every word with crisp Omnisonic 
sound 

• Reduce background noise with 4 
microphones 

• Adjust on the fly with intuitive touch 
controls and on-earcup dials 

• Stay productive all day with up to 15 
hours of call time¹

An audio hub and more for enhanced 
calls and music

Microsoft Modern  
USB-C Speaker

• Stay in control with simple buttons 
and a mute status light 

• Get every detail across with a sharp, 
omnidirectional microphone 

• Take your conference room anywhere 
with compact design and a carrying 
case 

• Hook up quickly with a simple 
USB-C® connection

• Make a great impression with HDR 
video, facial retouching, and auto 
focus 

• Control your exposure with the 
integrated privacy shutter and 
camera status light 

• Set up meetings your way with 
monitor, laptop, desk, or tripod 
mounting 

• Stay powered up all day with a 
USB-A connection

• Silence the distractions with a 
noise-reducing microphone 

• Keep it crisp with speakers are 
optimized for voice 

• Make calling simple with on-ear 
call controls 

• Connect when you want with a 
flip-to-mute microphone

• Never worry about batter life 
with USB power 

• Gain more clarity with speakers 
optimized for voice 

• Know when you’re muted with a 
status light 

• Adjust on the fly with in-line 
controls

Microsoft Modern 
Wireless Headset

 
High-quality audio for  

Microsoft Teams and more

Microsoft Modern 
USB Headset

 
Incredible value and  

uncompromising quality
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Explore Microsoft accessories

1 Battery life depends on device settings, environment, usage, and many other factors.
2 Surface Headphones 2+ require use of the included Microsoft Surface USB Link to achieve Microsoft Teams certification, 
only available on Windows and macOS.

Find a Reseller

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/surface/business/accessories#coreui-contentplacement-v8oim75
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/surface/business/where-to-buy-microsoft-surface

